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SMT Endpoint Compliance

,
Improve insight into
environment

Respond faster to auditors

Better efficiency for Security
Specialists

Are you looking for a way to report quickly and efficiently for internal and
external audits? Would you like to improve your compliancy score without
adding yet another tool? Or does your SOC ask you for historical data in
order to add extra context to security incidents?
During a cyber security attack hackers are looking for the weakest link in
an organisation, hence the need for all endpoints to meet the highest
standards of compliancy. The SMT Endpoint Compliance solution
provides a holistic view to what degree endpoints comply with your security policy and lets you take action to improve.
With SMT Endpoint Compliance you improve the
insight into your environment, the reports make it
possible to respond faster to your auditors and the
work of your security specialists becomes more
efficient. To protect these endpoints there is a
minimum standard which should be part of the
Security Policy. With SMT Endpoint Compliance
you will gain insight into which level the endpoints
comply to these standards. That is one of the first
steps in the journey to Security Assurance.
SMT Endpoint Compliance aims to keep the
standards at the highest level. You can deliver
closing reports in a short time frame on the
security status and simplify audits. Additionally, it
provides knowledge to act on the required
operational changes to improve the risk score. And
in the situation of a security incident, the
information provides extra context with historical
data.

SMT Endpoint Compliance is of added value for:

• CISO’s and SOC managers who steer for high
performances and keep up with the compliancy
standards.

• IT auditors who want to validate adherence to compliance standards quickly, efficiently and effectively.

• SOC analysts who use historical data to enrich
context after a security incident.

• SecOps Engineer who want to make operational
changes in the landscape to improve the risk score.
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The SMT Endpoint Compliance app contains the
following components:
Compliance checks
This is a collection of all benchmarks including the
corresponding checks, such as the publicly
available CIS benchmarks -  Center for Internet
Security. These benchmarks are translated into
code which check whether or not the endpoint is
compliant to the policies as described. It can now
be checked automatically instead of manually.
Test runner
The component that is capable of processing large
quantities of checks and forward the results to the
Splunk HEC. The testrunner has mulitple features
to support your data needs.
Compliance dashboards
Overviews dedicated to the results of the
testrunner based on the compliance checks. They
provid insight into the current situation of the
environment and the risk score of a specific
endpoint. The dashboards also contain
remediation steps for failed checks.

The benefits for your organisation:

• Built on top of Splunk, no need for additional agents
or software

• Can be run agentless, even without a universal
forwarder

• Expanding an existing solution
• Relatively little data per endpoint
• Scalable up to thousands of endpoints without a
problem

• Works in on-premise and cloud-based Splunk
instances

• Little or no additional training needed for Splunk
administrators

• Not “yet another” tool that needs to be managed
• Simple roll-out will show results in minutes
• Can be used with open benchmarks (e.g. CIS) or
internal policies

Keep your compliance standards at the highest
level possible to protect your organisation. Eager
to know how SMT Endpoint Compliance can help
you achieve this? Contact our experts for more
information about this product!

Want to know more?
Contact our experts!

SMT is a Data-Driven Solution Provider. We support

Our technical specialists love to submerge themselves into

organizations in their digital transformation with

complex matters. We think out-of-the-box and always in

autonomous advice about the application and strategic

co-creation with your own specialists. This way, we create

use of data. We visualize valuable information from

awareness within your organization of the potential of

different data sources in real-time, so you have a solid

your data and the valuable application of it.

foundation to support your strategic business decisions.

We do this in a distinctive SMT way: with personal
attention for our clients.
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